
Daily Plan  

Th

   

1. PE: Joe Wicks Daily PE Lesson    
   

2. Spelling: compound words practice    
Learning Intention: I can spell compound words.  
Steps to Success:   
1. I can use the correct spelling patterns for each small word.   
2. I spelled every compound word as one word.  
3. I can spell my tricky words.  
4. I can put compound words into alphabetical order.  
    
Resources: lined jotter, pencil, spelling list.  
   
Activities:   
1. Use Look, Say, Cover Write and Check to spell 8 of you 
compound words and your tricky words.   
2. Put your compound words into alphabetical order by their 
second word. For example, cowgirl, watermelon, something.  
3. You can create compound words riddles and post them on 
Teams for others to solve. For example,   
1) Saturday and Sunday - _________;  
2) a bike with an engine instead of pedals - _________;  
3) a piece of jewellery that goes on your neck - ________.  
  

Handwriting  
10 - 15 min.  
Learning Intention: I can form and join the letters correctly.  
Steps to Success:  
1. I started from the bottom black line.  
2. My letters fit between the black lines and touch the bottom 
and the top.  
3. i reaches the top black line and has a neat dot above it.  
4. l is a tall letter that reaches the top red line. It goes up and 
comes back the same way (no gap in between) into a flick.  
5. a is a closed letter.  
6. m has a wall and two tunnels that are the same size.  
7.  a, i, m are the same size.  
   

5. Maths – Using data to create own bar 
chart  

   
Learning Intention:  I can use data I have collected to 
make a bar chart.  
   
Resources:  Data collected from yesterday, ruler, 
paper (preferably squared)  
  
Key Vocabulary: specific, category, quantity, scale  
  
Warm up: Look on the website for the warm 
up presentation. Click through and answer the 
questions to remind yourself about data and charts.  
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qcE89mZ7
w1f92uvHMh4PBf_fyPSJMcaF_zrNJLGhTVE/edit?usp=
sharing  
  
Activity: We are going to make a bar chart based 
on the data you collected in the table.  
  
Steps to Success:  
  

1. Give your bar chart a title. Make sure you are 
very specific about what data you have collected.  
2. Set out the bottom or “x-axis” with a 
ruler. First write down what the categories are 
(for example “type of bird”) Then write down 
each of your categories, be sure to give yourself 
enough space. Sometimes it can help to write 
sideways.  
3. The side axis, or “y-axis” is where we will 
represent quantity, or how many. Choose what 
number you would like one box to represent, it 
could be 2 or even 5, depending on what data you 
chose to collect. This is your scale.  

Across the Curriculum: HWB Building Resilience    
Learning intention: I can reflect on the key 
strategies I have to look after my mental 
health.   
   
Resources: Re-watch Ms Lamond’s assembly for 
video on the story ‘The Rabbit Listened’ - link on 
our Home Learning page or:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzyThHYtcy
E (You Tube version – not as good bear 
impression though!)  
The Rabbit Listened Worksheet   
*There will be a sharing assembly on 18/19th June 
and so do send in any pictures to Ms Lamond of 
any work you are proud of and want to share with 
everyone.  
  
Activity: Expect the Unexpected  
This unit focuses on the unpredictability of life – 
sometimes you just don’t know what is just 
around the corner!  Our main messages are:  
1. It’s OK not to be Ok  
2. Change is part of life  
3. I have ways to look after my mental health  
  
Assembly Story Follow Up: The Rabbit Listened – 
Match the animal to the toolkit strategy  
  
Poor Taylor’s tower got knocked over all of a 
sudden. He was not OK with this sudden change! 
Everyone has a different solution to offer him. 
Can you match the animals in the story 
to the solutions they offer. Can you think about 
who in your back up team may do the same for 
you?  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzyThHYtcyE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzyThHYtcyE


Resources: sharp pencil, handwriting jotter (from the pack), good 
working space (table, chair).  

   
Activity:   
 i and l come from the same pattern family. There should be a 
clear difference in height between them. i is short and only 
reaches the black line, but l is tall and goes all the way to the red 
line.  
Provided example shows how the letters are formed and sized. If 
they are not like in the example, encourage the children to fix 
them.  

 
Write l, all, ill keeping l the same size. If you managed that then 
handwrite mail to the end of the line separated by finger spaces. 
Hold the pencil correctly and use the other hand to hold the 
jotter.  
  

  
4. Reading: Comprehension Activity   

Learning Intention: I can be inspired by an author to create 
sentence starters to create a setting.   
Resources: Sentence Starters Worksheet, extract from the story   
Activity:    

1. Re- listen to the extract of Fantastic Mr Fox (part 
1): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fijNswYphdk  
2. Sentence starters Worksheet: Listen again to how Dahl 
describes a setting. Use your understanding of Roald Dahl’s 
style to zoom in with more and more detail of a place. After 
try to use the connectives (joining words) to finish the 
sentences accurately.  

4. Use the information from your table to draw 
the bars neatly with a ruler.  
5. Take a picture of your bar chart and upload it 
to the assignment. You could also share it in the 
sharing channel!  

  
Adjustments: If you didn’t have time to collect your 
own data, here is some you can use:  
  
Birds Mr Cairney Saw in 

a 5 minute walk around the Meadows  
Pigeon  Blackbird  Seagull  Rook  Magpie  

2  1  6  1  7  

  

Challenge: Once you have finished your bar chart, you 
could:  
  

• Imagine you were a teacher and thinking of 
questions to ask about the data  
• Decorate it with pictures and patterns  
• Find some more data and make a new 

chart! 📈  
  
  

Quick Check:  
My bar chart has a specific title about the data 
collected.  
My bottom or x-axis has a label and the categories.  
My side or y-axis has a label and appropriate scale for 
the numbers.   
My bar chart is drawn neatly.  

  
  

PS: Check your Team’s channel for a class survey!  
  

  

  
  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fijNswYphdk

